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                         Appeal Activity in the Public Assistance Programs                      RUN 07/24/08
                                         FISCAL YEAR 2008
                                   July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008
                                                                                            FOOD
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 2,205   155    58     89   692 1144    0      3     0     64     0     0
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      6,768 1,106   697    732 2,764 1308    0     31     0    130     0     0
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   6,956 1,046   590    730 2,864 1561    0     27     0    138     0     0
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    2,017   215   165     91   592  891    0      7     0     56     0     0
 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    6,966 1,048   591    730 2,867 1565    0     27     0    138     0     0
   APPLICATION DENIED               2,439   258     2    211 1,834  125    0      8     0      1     0     0
   NOT GRANT RELATED                2,913   191   586    178   444 1375    0      2     0    137     0     0
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,412   530     2    231   589   45    0     15     0      0     0     0
   GRANT AMOUNT                       202    69     1    110     0   20    0      2     0      0     0     0
 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
   TOTAL                            6,966 1,048   591    730 2,867 1565    0     27     0    138     0     0
   MODIFIED DECISION                  355    12     1     16   244   82    0      0     0      0     0     0
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               354    48     4     37   165   81    0      1     0     18     0     0
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT         1,294   217    92    145   567  163    0      5     0    105     0     0
             OTHER MEANS:
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      27     5     3      5    14    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
               CLAIMANT
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     949   122   136    130   414  135    0      7     0      5     0     0
               OF CLAIMANT
   ABANDONED OR DEATH               1,248   344    99    205   339  257    0      3     0      1     0     0
   DENIED                           2,471   248   251    115 1,013  830    0      5     0      9     0     0
   VOID                               268    52     5     77   111   17    0      6     0      0     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          2,003   277    97    198   976  326    0      6     0    123     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  429    12    11    135   255   13    0      0     0      3     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                       472    64    68     42   155   32    0      2     0    109     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                       586   166    18     15   328   50    0      3     0      6     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  516    35     0      6   238  231    0      1     0      5     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     99.4  70.7  47.9   35.2  73.1 278.7  .0   70.3    .0     42     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                6,966 1,048   591    730 2,867 1565    0     27     0    138     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,948   290   310    299   839  190    0     11     0      9     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,210    65   126    291   459  205    0      3     0     61     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                     1,334   313   125     90   596  160    0      6     0     44     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                2,474   380    30     50   973 1010    0      7     0     24     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)    112.9  78.2  38.3   45.1  72.4 273.3  .0   53.4    .0     85     0     0
 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
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   TOTAL                            2,003   277    97    198   976  326    0      6     0    123     0     0
   NEED STANDARD                        2     0     0      0     2    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   INCOME OR RESOURCES              1,287   232     0    125   863   61    0      5     0      1     0     0
   DISREGARDS                           1     0     0      0     1    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      713    45    97     73   110  265    0      1     0    122     0     0
 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            2,003   277    97    198   976  326    0      6     0    123     0     0
   LEGAL COUNSEL                      234     4     2      5   139   82    0      1     0      1     0     0
   SELF                             1,692   267    95    189   778  239    0      5     0    119     0     0
   OTHER                               77     6     0      4    59    5    0      0     0      3     0     0
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